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Some ideas and aspects of
Hasanul Isyraf Idris’ works
by Safrizal Shahir
Hasanul Isyraf Idris (Hasanul)’s body of work in this exhibition can
clearly be categorized into three main art forms: paintings, threedimensional objects and characters, and animation. On the surface,
these three art forms obviously indicate the works’ strong affinity
to cartoon and comic art. This type of art was initially aggressively
explored as a medium for artistic expression by Pop artists like Roy
Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol. Nevertheless, cartoon and comic
images by Pop artists then were largely meant to celebrate popular
culture prevailing in Europe and America in the 1950s and 1960s. The
artists referred to and appropriated visual cultures within their society
to generate lively visual sensations. In this regard, comic and cartoon
images featured in the works by these artists apparently stemmed
from and ended up in society via the realm of popular culture.
In general, cartoon and comic images have strong commercial appeal.
They were originally created as a commercial tool in response to
capitalism. They have since been absorbed into the visual cultures
of contemporary society and become a medium of entertainment.
These images offer a wealth of stories and fantasies that can shape
the society’s collective memory through their make-believe plots and
characters. However, they are different from the works in this exhibition
because Hasanul does not derive his images and characters from any
kind of mass media. Instead, he himself invents each one of them.
Thus, images and characters in Hasanul’s works are original and have
a clear creative origin. All together, they also convey a strong sense of
personality and belonging. Evidently, these images and characters are
produced by borrowing the visual language of cartoon and comic art.
However, their aims, strategies and expressions are not the same as
those of cartoon and comic images that we normally encounter.

The visual intervention and approach employed by Hasanul in creating
these images and characters constitute the key strength of his artmaking. By using an established visual language, with its own unique
perceptual and philosophical concerns, to illustrate his personal values,
stories and interpretations, Hasanul presents to us a series of works
that look absurd, alien and confusing. At the same time, we may also
get confused with the easily comprehensible visuality of the works
as they feature cartoon and comic images that we often see, watch
and remember, and, moreover, are drawn realistically by Hasanul. This,
to some extent, demonstrates that Hasanul has personalized objects
usually shared by members of society regardless of their language and
racial background (namely, cartoon and comic).
Unlike other forms of communication, such as language and pictograph,
cartoon and comic images, despite their conventional character,
contain specific indications, meanings and values. For example, Mickey
Mouse, a popular cartoon character, is considered acceptable when
it is installed in Disney theme parks around the world, or depicted
on children’s clothing, or shown in supermarkets. However, if the
image or character of Mickey Mouse were to be included in a Sultan’s
installation ceremony, which has its own set of unique procedures
and protocols, or featured in traditional religious rituals, or installed in
Parliament building, it could surely lead to some kind of contradiction,
incongruity and ambiguity. It appears contradicting and incongruous
because society largely perceive a cartoon or comic image as full
of fantasy, is meant only for entertainment, and is not real; it looks
ambiguous because the element of fantasy is tried to be realised in
real life.
In my opinion, these are some important
aspects of Hasanul’s works. While
observing his works, viewers should try to
not only grasp what the artist is addressing
through his art but, more importantly,
uncover and understand the system and
value underlying these pictures.

The world depicted by Hasanul is the world of
children’s imagination but according to adult
sentiments and experiences. The imagination
is associated with children because it is filled
with colourful fantasies and the figures and
characters are drawn in the style of cartoon
or comic. The world of children’s imagination
is always vibrant and illogical, but ironically interesting and mesmerizing.
Children’s fascination with cartoon and comic is one of the factors
that can help develop their thinking and observation skills. Imagination,
in this regard, is the act of exploring and experimenting with the
boundaries of creative and innovative thinking. In children’s world,
they are not interested in logic and rationality, but only in pursuing
exploration for the mere sake of exploring. Children normally do not
realize how their exploration begins, deviates and ends. They explore
in order to widen their horizons and to seek new experiences – a
search to understand or see new things they have not seen or foreign
to their life.Theirs is an exploration of other new and different worlds
and spaces.
Exploration also can actually function as an expression of the essence
and reality of life. An imaginative exploration expressed visually can
reflect the state of the artist’s mind, thought and inner self. What’s
more if the act of exploration is embraced by the artist as a routine
in his or her art practice. It should not be seen only as a kind of
therapeutic or psychological exercise but as a kind of “life” within life
itself. In this regard, visualization does not merely constitute the artist’s
artistic response but also his or her linguistic response. Visual language
serves as the artist’s “life arena”, and at times the new “life” seems
more real than real life.
Furthermore, imaginative exploration can also be linked to pleasure,
astonishment and happiness. The feeling of enjoyment can act as a
catalyst to keep on exploring situations or worlds that have not yet
been explored in order to find or retain happiness and joy. Curiosity
exists because human beings want to search for differences and to

transcend the limits and normalities they are experiencing now. They
sometimes desire to go to another new world that they have not
yet discovered in order to enjoy astonishment. They wish to undergo
new experiences that they have not yet felt or to recall past feelings
or experiences that they have forgotten. Engaging with a new thing
or a new experience can always give pleasure to
human beings. As such, humans are indeed curious
beings. Equipped with knowledge that is constantly
new by nature, they want to seek out happiness. Being
astonished by happiness is the beginning of pleasure.
This reminds us of the story of how Prophet Adam
and his wife Eve, when they were living in Paradise,
transgressed God’s command not to approach the
forbidden tree. The lesson learnt from this story is that we must obey
whatever is commanded by God. But one remarkable thing is that
among the many trees in Paradise, it was that particular forbidden
tree that caught the attention of Adam and Eve. In this story, Allah has
already mentioned about one aspect of human characters, namely, their
unrelenting desire to find and discover new, different and unknown
things. It is obviously human beings’ real nature: to search and explore
for whatever reasons.
As regards Hasanul and his works here, I come to the conclusion that
he is not a mere explorer but indeed a translator or interpreter of a
different kind of world. Hasanul’s world is not the same as Hieronymus
Bosch’s or Zulkifli Dahalan’s simply because their dreams are different.
An individual’s imagination, dream or fantasy is dualistic since it can
convey some meanings but, at the same time, can also lead astray
whoever is searching for these meanings. Interestingly, however, this
world is so flexible, so fluid and always in flux. Elements of time, space
and logic are freely manipulated by Hasanul in order to translate his
world. It appears that his world is without an end, and its possible
representational form can always change. Through this body of work,
Hasanul does not want to explain something but to just share stories
about his other world.
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